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About This Game
I Am Overburdened is a silly roguelike with a fun twist to the tried and true classical formula. The player takes the role of an
artifact hunter, who has a surprisingly large carrying capacity, embarking on a quest to search through dungeon after dungeon
for mystical artifacts and answers, in a world where magic has long been forgotten...

Turn based rogue-like with permanent death.
Run focused campaign, playable in short bursts.
Fill a huge inventory having 20 slots.
Find more than 100 crazy artifacts, all of them unique.
Learn the ins and outs of an RPG system which feels approachable and fresh, but familiar and deep at the same time.
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Crawl in procedural dungeons generated from hand authored layouts.
Collect details about monsters and artifacts in your journal.
Unfold a funny story, packed with vicious evils, puns and jokes.
Immortalize your best playthroughs in the "Hall of Fame".

What is this 20 slots, 100+ unique artifacts RPG nonsense?
Simple, your "hero" does not get more powerful magically by beating some orcs to death and he is not a wizard either. In the
world of I Am Overburdened the art of magic wielding was lost, but legendary artifacts and relics retained their power. If you
equip these you become stronger, sometimes immeasurably, and you may even learn reactive skills and otherworldly abilities,
but no sane person wears two pants...
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Title: I Am Overburdened
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Magic Item Tech
Publisher:
Magic Item Tech
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017
b4d347fde0

English,Hungarian,French,Danish,Romanian,German
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i am overburdened скачать. why am i overburdened in witcher 3. i am overburdened download. i am overburdened wiki. i am
overburdened igg. i am overburdened. i am overburdened diablo. i am overburdened game. i am overburdened steam. diablo 2 i
am overburdened
To be honest, I was lost at first. not enough information about, what to do.
but when you understand it starts to be fun. Not recommended for those who like wonderful new images. it is more for retrogamers.
The developer is open to criticism and may listen to us.
. This is one simple, fast and fun roguelike. It doesn't take a wiki to learn but has plenty of depth in decision and strategy. Like
most roguelikes luck plays a significant part but the game does a good job of giving you options.. TL;DR A delightful roguelike
that anyone can pick up and play.
With a gentle learning curve IAO is a great way to introduce people who don't like playing video games for hours to the
roguelike genre. Perfect for quick 20 minute play sessions.
Dev is very open to feedback and deserves praise for this gem.. I would like to say that I've played a lot of this game (and will
continue to play more) because it's fun. I bought it because I thought it looked like it would be fun. And it was, but only for the
first hour or two. After that, it gets very repetitive and drags on if you want to complete the game.
There are some games I take a long time on because I'm not very good at video games, but I Am Overburdened is not one of
them. I've taken a long time on this because I want to complete the game, but it seems like it's working against me a majority of
the time.
The chests with loot in them are very helpful sometimes, but other times they give you nothing, give you things you already
have, or give you things that are more burdensome to you than helpful. Oh yeah, and if you don't like what you've picked up
from a chest? You can't drop it.
Sometimes, the generated dungeon is impossible to survive. There will be too many monsters between you and the exit, or
between you and any loot or health potions that will help you survive through the first monster on the next level.
On occasion you'll have more than half of your health left and you'll be oneshotted by a monster or simply by drinking a grey
potion that's decided to kill you. That's fair sometimes, but it's constantly happening to me.
I'd like to give this game a good review, but I really don't think I can. It's got a good premise, but it gets boring and frustrating
the longer you play.. Small clean rougelike with ephasis on fluent gamplay!. quot;I am Overburdened" is indeed fun and silly
little game.
The early gameplay experience leaves a lot of questions like "What this item do?" and "How much HP does that creature has?".
You embrace trial and error at its full in this game - that's how you actually learn to play it. Eventually, as you progress further,
game get's harder and you'll start puzzling yourself - you need to make the right choices to progress further.
At some point game get's somehow addicting once you figure out stuff. Controls are game mechanics are easy enough. Artifacts
are fun and useful (of course sometimes it's quite opposite).
I enjoyed the "nightmare" mode although I didn't beat it. That's the mode where you start planning moves at very beginning and
that was the most fun part to me. I wish that mode was less dependable on luck and available from very start, without the need to
unlock it.
The game lacks good music but I already know the author is aware of that. Everything rest is pretty much okay although it's very
short. Overall, I think roguelike funs will definitely enjoy playing this one. Recommended!
. Won on my 2nd try, and I'm a retard, so I don't know why should I play again.. It's like Diablo mixed with 60 Second Hero.
Games are quick and the loot finding aspect is fun and always fresh. Highly reccomend this one, especially if you see it on sale!
Still well worth it at gull preice though!. It's the epitome of a coffee break roguelike. Something you can blaze through between
the mindless cacophony of daily life, a quick and sweet oasis that is always welcoming you back into the dungeon one more time
for an easy win and sometimes an even quicker death.
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The game itself is simple: you go around spending your ill gotten gains on various chests strewn about to enable you to murder
more monsters to get more gold to get more items. The amount of equipment slots is the real selling point because it's frankly an
unreal amount of effects you have going at a single time, and it's just.... charming is the best way I can describe this. The dev
really seems to care about supporting this game too, and at five bucks it's a steal. Pick this up if you want something that's quick
and refreshing and doesn't demand anything out of you.. Simple game where you pick up items in a completely visible dungeon.
Skill is knowing how much damage to risk for getting to a certain destination, vs. just going to the next floor and trying for a
better layout that is slightly harder.
Good in short bursts.
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I didn't really like this game at first. My initial run seemed far too easy. After trying a few more runs, I found myself enjoying
the experience. It's still a bit too easy, and a bit too opaque: the various artifacts you find have a huge impact on gameplay, and
not all of them have immediately available descriptions telling you what they do. I also didn't find the game to be particularly
humorous; the jokes felt forced and mostly fell flat. The ending actually made me laugh, however.. that game should be on
newgrounds, not steam. This is a nice title for casual playtimes, you will definitely come back to it, at least to try to beat
nightmare and open the secret room.
Basically you get to crawl into dungeons to gather loot, with turn based combats usually resolved in 1 or 2 attacks. You can play
with mouse only, or keyboard, which makes it comfortable to handle. A floor (small maze) is crawled in 30 seconds - 1 minute
but the difficulty ramps up quickly and you will have to rely on RNG to move forward.
On harder difficulty, RNG can be unforgiving, later levels require thinking, strategy and luck. You can snowball hard for whole
levels, and be dramatically too confident then lock yourself into a certain death. Planning is involved.
I appreciate the "home menu" which is like a small tavern or house in which you can view your previous stats, review items,
change game settings, start new sessions. Everything is there and the game is stable.
I wish the items were more crazy loco, but most are simply stats buff and % attack increase, some are interesting and there is a
lot of humor attached to them.
Only the sounds and music are a bit lackluster, you might want to play your own music.
Totally a buy for the price. Eager to see if there are more crazy items out there!. Best money i've ever spend!. Fun, challenging
little roguelike. Very reminiscent of a simpler and more casual Desktop Dungeons. It captures all the oldschool magic of a "kill
monsters grab loot" dungeon crawler, and does it in 10 minutes.
I Am Overburdened, 1.0.6 getting rid of the clones:

Hi everyone!
Another update with some new content goodies too ;) !
Again, not a gigantic one, but more is coming of course.

Changes. I Am Overburdened, 1.0.1 hot-fix:
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As with every software in the world, there will be bugs :(.
Oh well, such is life.

Boss fight crash-bug fixed!. I Am Overburdened, 1.0.4. deadly insect:

Sadly another "deadly" bug was discovered. I hope I'm winning this battle and no other pesky little issues will be discovered.
Please accept my apology. I try to be really thorough with my work, but games can be complicated under the hood and I Am
Overburdened is no exception.

Fixes. I Am Overburdened is released!:
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It is a big day for me, but my work on the game does not stop here

.
I'm planning to make a bunch of free updates regardless how the game sales.
As always, no software is perfect so I'm preparing to fix any problems and inconveniences you stumble into.

Roadmap. I Am Overburdened, 1.0.2 balance hot-fix:
Sorry for the delays with this build, some non gamedev duties took my time this weekend.
But the "balance hot-fix" is here :) !
It actually has some non balance related updates too, but I primarily put out this build due to hellish :P difficulty problems in the
nightmare mode of the game (sorry for the bad pun).
Keep in mind, that this is (as its name states) a hot-fix and not a fully finished elegant solution to alleviate all the problems with
the early game on nightmare difficulty. More updates and fixes will come for making the nightmare mode less frustrating, but it
will take some time. Probably all the planned fixes will be rolled out during the next two weeks though ;) .

Balance. I Am Overburdened 1.0.5 dungeon renovations:
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Hello there!
The first update which contains new content too is released ;) !
Not a huge one, but there are some goodies in there...

Changes
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